Fifth day. First Month. Eighty-seven-gazillionth year. But since we live in the modern
era we’ll just call it 2010.
First meeting ever in the year 2010.
Start time 7 ish, finished by 1130.
That’s right. First of the quarter, first of the year, first of the decade. The decade.
Before we began there was a loooooooong conversation about our agenda.
Followed by an adults-only all-nude hand signals revue. It was sassy.

Chickens are not chickens. One word, one action.
Oddly, words escape me.
It went something like this: jwpoacalifor;owipm,disturb;ali;mq;lifuck;ofqpllma!!!!
(Everyone was present, btw. Including the newbs! Everyone say hey to Eve and Mr.
Dick Burton III!)
DISCO!
Paul’s friend is coming. Rosalie’s mom is coming. John’s son is coming. There is room
enough for everyone. Everyone is coming. So we’re all going to have to sleep together.
PROPS!
Meeting time change: doodle poll coming your way to determine the next quarter’s
meeting time. In the meantime we’ll meet next Sunday at 7, with dinner called at 630.
Permanent facilitator: In the past we’ve had a rotating facilitator but there’s a
general sense that things run more smoothly with the same person doing it all the
time…then we won’t have to be all, “Oh, this is the funny meeting, or the interrupty
meeting, or the emo meeting” (Scrogger). If this is a pointed, elected position the
facilitator might should be accountable for something. What thing? Email the agenda.
Organize the agenda . Learn things about facilitation. Read proxies. Ooh, ooh! Let’s
have an under-pinch-study-hitter! WTF is that? A person who can act as facilitator in
the event that the facilitator has a proposal or agenda item. Passes with 1.5 Stand
Asides

Guffalufagus 2x3pt positions: You know guff. You love guff and guff loves you.
Accountability might be an issue…how do you know a person is making all the things
all the time? Could there be a guff list? Yeah! Guff staples? Yeah! Guff training? Heck
yeah! We have mad house cooking skills! And mad recipes! Position Passes.
But…elected? Or not? Whoa…this is a tough one. Some ideas that are floating around
are 1 elected, 1 non-elected “pinchunderhitstudier” position. Passes.
JOBZZZZZZZZ!
(Wherein I give up my secretary position. What?! Don’t worry kids, for a good time
you can still find me on the bathroom walls in all three houses. Yeah, I get around.
…What!)
So what’s up?
Facilitator. Secretary. Membership. GUFF!!!
Facilitation:
Safia: doesn’t have strong opinions…in a good way. Willing and wanting(!) to learn
more about how Consensus and facilitation work Hitter! Studier!
El Dub: wants to be more active in the process. Has a good handle on consensus and
reading non-verbal cues in the room. Willing and able to be objective, to be flexible, to
streamline the ideas in the room.
Erica: Has a super good time-keeper watch. And good peripheral vision. And positive
body language toward us
Rosalie: Has done lots of non-coop facilitation. Likes the group dynamic, nonhierarchical communication. And she will point-of-process yo’ ass.
Pincher! Underer!
(BTW look for an archival/historian position coming soon to a coop
near you.)
Sack-ratary; doin this shit
Eve: she’ll try hard. And she has a computer. And she’s quite listeny. So she’ll take notes
like this with her fingers.
Miles: Has long wizardy fingers and like typing with them. Shoots off quips and
quibbles quite quibbly-ly.

Mary: Former experience suggests that she is apparently rather funny. Future
experience may suggest the same.
And then I entr usted my computer to Eve. Yay Eve!
This is the voice of EVE…

Membership vote: Clare has left us, we must choose a new Clare.
Ashley: teeah for cleeah
Ro gets the position, she is in charge of the future of the coops, she’s in charge of my
replacement.
Guffalupogus.
Paul gets Guff position, extravagant dip to follow.

Week 2 notes. The gangs all together.
Check in Question: the colour of our knickers! We learnt that a lot of us aren’t wearing
underpants and that “Wood is good”
ProposalsMore points for Washing up! Three points is proposed, dishes are important, doing the
dishes is secretly cleaning the kitchen? Dishes is wiping surfaces around the sink, island,
stove, floor (if you have time), running Hobart, correctly storing food and putting food
away. Another half shift added in to speed up and clean the dishes pre supper. We have
Consensus dishes = 3 points.
Saturday week 3, Robot Love (Robots and The Androids That Love Them). Please
contribute, waste metal (safe and soft), frames and a poster/flier to hand out. Recycle tin
foil to prepare for the robot coming. Total consent, we want it, bad.
$40 for decorations, silver spray paint and junkyard goodies. Consent.
A Generator to cycle up electricity and down pollution! We seem to like the idea…it’ll
come up again (that’s what she said)
Eco advisor- to make us greener.
To be compensated at 3 pts. Updating the Wiki as part of job hours. Someone who is
willing to research how badly we’re doing and help us make it better! Consent, the
position exists and now we must fill it. Campaign speeches coming soon.
Register Guard coming to the house, for tea? Getting us involved with local issues. Free
trial begins on Thursday.
An Historian/ A ‘istorian governor for the JS, consent! It passes, we’re going to be
famous.
Robot making Party, please save all Robotey goods recycled bottle caps and boxes date
and time to follow.
Meeting Night Change. Happy Hour at the JS? Friday 5 30 – 5 45 starting this Friday!
Well Done JS
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Meeting week 3, MIA C Jonathan, Safia, David, and joining us later Erica
Pinch Facilitator: ROSALIE! Pinching us under
Check in; what would you have liked to be told pre move in to Coop’s?
Ashley; hug junkies live here (I think Ashley needs more HUGS)
Richard; Richard still loves us.
Mary; Got told it all, would have liked to know about floor being done and crack (in roof)
denness of Janet.
Zoe; glad of ignorance, learned them in time
Luke; needs to be surprised!
Eve; First meeting warning
Jon; is no longer surprised, would have liked to know the psychedelics
Jeoff; you are on Track choosing Janet.
Rosalie; Asked a question she has no answer to, move out date of those leaving.
Wei; Structure and content of meetings
Paul; didn’t know he would be friends with all of us, Tempe consummation amount, fear
of Tempe, then love of Tempe…
Miles; despite being second to last is at a loss, expected the unexpected
Erica; is a heart barfer, trusts us thus we must steal her milk and lick her cheese. To take
things slow…
Richard; Loves the food! Loves the left overs…they’re so good and exciting and full of
taste sensations (also loves napping)
Proposals
6 and 67 raising taxes…this is supported by signature outside of the house: money
designated to be out into education U of O and health and human services.
PASS
Window blinds for the guest bedroom, Venetian Blinds are EVIL to clean! Tabled
$40 for new rags… rags seem to have disappeared, there where lots, not there are few.
We Have Fewer Rags. We are using too many rags, and too frequently, the rags should
be for wiping not for Washing, Viva La Ragsistance. Efficiency of Washing and
conscious use of sponges? Floor to be wiped with previous used Rags, be ware of bloody
Rags, perhaps at a 10 for 5 dollar apiece bags. Rags for 40 dollars or less, we’re hoping
for plentiful rags!
Eco Advisor
Dew’s not here so lets postpone until next week.
TABLED we CONSENT to vote on it next week!
C enters the room.
House Archivist: 2-point jobs
Jonathan is excited at archiving us; he wants to do more creative projects like a zine.

C declines but offers to help, we get a reaction from C, it’s amazing, but we have to get
on so after the hysteria we get back to business. C then sparkle fingers until his hat flies
off. Mary was in a sorority; we love it, its funny. A look book is not going to happen.
Ashley’s pro digital, she wants digital. So, there will be a mid term check in for
accountability, a physical thing and an online thing.
IT PASSES! Jeoff and Zoe are new archivists.
Kitchen sink needs to be fixed.
We need to enable Luke to fix our house! $170. We live in a leaky house. The roof is a
1600 bid for corporate, the grout for the kitchen shouldn’t be too expensive and the
basement leek is to be continued. This could go to corporate, the sink is not necessary but
needs replacing, it’s a waste of water due to a broken pipe its not doing immediate
damage. Luke is going industrial with Curtis.
This is TABLED until next week.
Announcements: Fun with fermentation, WOW hall, 5 dollars, with canned goods, 12
Save Boxes and stuff for the Robot Party.
Free trial to come soon of the Register Guard.

Meeting Week 4
Awesome Check in Question: Nose noises?
Safia: Beginning of the lion king song, possibly the circle of life.
Daniel (guest):
Richard: Here I am to save the day (sung aloud as mighty mouse)
Paul: Sheah?
Dr D: I belong to you now, take care of me.
Miles: Arooga or aha aha.
C: ‘Very niiice’
Eve: Tumbleweed
Wei: Enjoys the kitchen cleaning, and thinks Jonathan is a wonderful cook
Erica: her nose and ears connect to make a ‘Waaaaah’ sound
Angela (guest of Mary): I’m covered in bees
Mary: meet (in honour of granny) slacked on her jobs!
Reading Space Info shop.
There’s a little room waiting to be turned into a warm space to turn into a community
space for the locals and the free school. Possibility for a check off feature. Individual
support is high, but as a coop promise this does not come off well. The experience for the
community would be a not for profit bookstore, a lending library, a zine archive is
already available, a free photocopier and a spot to hang out in town, read and socialize,
the email contains a lot of info! Decided to vote on a 50 one-time gift from discretionary,
with an option to personal donation and charity ish thing…
And the 50 dollars…Passes! CONSENSUS!
Book Healthy Bread in 5 minutes A DAY!
28 dollars from Down To Earth from discretionary funds.
This book is full of delicious bread but…could it be gotten from the library or ordered?
It’s a good book and delicious, we would all eat it, we eat a lot of bread.
Buying it from a local bookstore, and getting it soon for DELICIOUS BREAD
CONSENSUS!
Curtains Vs Blinds.
Blinds are more efficient energy wise and light keeping outing.
TABLED
Discussion
Westco! Its cool! There is a large group of people interested in this and we’re excited
about fundraisers to get the money. It’s the 2 to 5th of April, which is Friday to Monday.
So many Cars, so many coopers! 7 people ish!
Tastes of The Janet Smith
House recipes so leavers leave something behind. ON the Internet is the Taste Book!
There’s a JS account on the Wiki we can buy it! Yaaaaaaaay! Hippyfood on tap!

Late Plate etiquette. 24 hours until you can devour a late plate! Unless un marked, extra is
OK. It’s a rule NOW! And it’s a dishes persons job to put lids on and date a name plates.
JS Safari.
Should we let people study us? Can we converse with this person, can we trust her? I
think so. We are not allowed to fuck with her as she needs to get some grades. We
descend into debating whether to fuck with her…for the greater good. She’s coming for
dinner hopefully. She’s coming to eroticise and objectify us (mainly A +)
We must now repeat ‘the greater good’ whenever it is said in meetings.
We will not discuss the Tom Kat as it stands.
We can eat AROUDN the gluten in cake and that is how we should live our lives!

House meeting Week 8
Feeling the crunch of week 8, try contractions a/o abbrev. Much fster!
First, we made zen. Then. . .
How would you take over the world as a supervillain?

Miles -- ll’be a supercomputer programmer man-child to create the matrix w/o you
EVEN knowing it. comp.. have an AI manage 4 him, until it takes over.
David -- Illuminati via Scottish rite
Paul -- d’SPAM the world!
Jeff -- d’rewrite a history book or two.
Luke -- wouldn't let ppl know he’s doing it, thr/intelligent hierarchies
Ashley -- Two mice (one w/a brain, one pink). Laugh + see what happens.
Jonathan -- Instill a culture that insists on faith w/o evidence.
Wei-Yi -- Peacefully convince everyone to follow him.
Zoe -- Ride a super-unicorn to distract all.
Rosalie -- be a short E.M. Flux cartoon, spry and tight clothed.
Richard -- wouldn’t take over the world.
Eve -- ll’get ppl 2 lay down to roll over them and go where she wants
C -- Leggings and Ug boots 4 all!
Safia -- Mesmerization thr/music aka be a Bollywood Siren
Mary -- Self-bomb (nukular)
Proposal. Sunday dinner at 7! Passed consensed.

Blinds Jonathans room: he’s being spied on, he needs to stop being spied on! Simple roler
blinds. Reason not to use an already owned piece of equiptment? David offers a donation.
Blinds 15 bucks Passes CONSENSUS.
Brunch n’ games: not this weekend but the weekend after, other people in the nest?
People over on the Sunday of stress week? March 7th? Yes we need the fun, we need it
board games and food. Pot Luck? PASSES
Discussions. Meat pans breading. We had three meat pans and now we have 4 plus a
griddle. We would like to reduce the pan amount to three, as it originally was. The wok
has also had meat in. Its difficult but we need to remember to communicate. We would
also like to get a separate scrubber and go back to three items. Proposing that we get a
new scrubber and that we go back to the original number of pans. Proposal 3 and 1
griddle. We are going to get another meat only scrubby from maintenance and put a ring
on it. If there’s a ring on the scrubby its for the ring pans.
We are wating until next week. Tabling is good and Luke will propose three items back
in use.
Discussion. Care and Cleanliness of cast iron – so do not use soap or metal scrubbers. Oil
the pans and re season them by putting them in the oven (I am not sure of the exact
time/heat) If they have meat juice all over them. Levels of cleanliness are important. If
there is identifiable dirt, the pan is not clean. If you don’t want to eat out of it then its not
clean. Pans are meant to be shiny and oily but not with food particles.
Work Parties. Apologies form Zoe she’s been super swamped! Work Party hours are
10 hours given to our community, it’s a bit flexible but I think we can do it. So talk to
Zoe, Luke has a ton of projects in mind. Jeff proposes that we report to Job cord what
they did, lasting improvement to house or helping out in the wider community.

Week 9 notes.
Check in: Quote by yeats midnight oil DW
Proposals MEAT PANS
1 gribble, 1 12 inch, 1 10 deep, 1 8 deep
Luke Volunteered. Safia put herself up to do it if Luke can’t take on the task.
CONSENT
Open House:
Having people over to introduce them to the house and let them know all about us. The
money comes out of the membership budget for food, coop funds cannot go for booze but
we can approve house money for it, food, discretionary, throwing in. CONSENT
Miles’ Parents:
The end of spring break for the first week of the quarter maybe for a week. We should
offer them the guest room…Instating ‘one of us’ principle.
CONSENT
Beer Pong, 2nd or 3rd of April.
Doodles, we’re letting ourselves down on the beer pong front. For whoever doesn’t go to
westco? Jeff will organise everything. Beer pong on Friday 9th of april is the decision…it
takes a while. Whatever you want to put in your glass is fine. You can only invite your
best friend or significant others, no other coopers (unless your dating them or there your
bessies).
DISCUSSION
New Compost Bin. It would be nice to have a sturdy new bin. We seem in agreement that
it would be good to have one but good to fix one. It should be re purposed or fixed. Its
leaky and gross, touching its gross bits makes it suck. We have to wait 24 hours before
we pop it on the board so we’re looking forward to next week for a nice compost bin
juice related discussion.

